CALL (Computer Assisted Language Learning) systems using ASR (Automatic Speech Recognition) for second language learning have received increasing interest recently. However, it still remains a challenge to achieve high speech recognition performance, including accurate detection of erroneous utterances by non-native speakers. Conventionally, possible error patterns, based on linguistic knowledge, are added to the lexicon and language model, or the ASR grammar network. However, this approach easily falls in the trade-off of coverage of errors and the increase of perplexity. To solve the problem, we propose a method based on a decision tree to learn effective prediction of errors made by non-native speakers. An experimental evaluation with a number of foreign students learning Japanese shows that the proposed method can effectively generate an ASR grammar network, given a target sentence, to achieve both better coverage of errors and smaller perplexity, resulting in significant improvement in ASR accuracy.
Introduction
Computer-Assisted Language Learning (CALL) systems have become popular tools for second language (L2) learning because they offer learners the chance to practise extra learning material at their convenient time in a stress-free environment, compared with taking lessons in a traditional language classroom. With the continuing development and improvement in the field of Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) technology, CALL systems using ASR, which can provide functions such as pronunciation correction and scoring, have received increasing attention in recent years [1] - [3] , though there exist some limitations and technical issues with regards to the application of the ASR technology in CALL systems [4] .
So far CALL systems concentrate on vocabulary or grammar learning, such as BANZAI [5] , CoCoaJ [6] . With the integration of ASR, most CALL systems mainly focus on practicing and correcting pronunciation of individual vowels, consonants and words, such as the system in [7] . Although some systems allow training of an entire conversation, such as the Subarashii system [8] , little has been done to improve learners' communication ability including vocabulary skill as well as grammar skill (an example would be [9] ). This work is part of an effort for this direction.
In this setting, the system must recognize learners' sentence utterances for a given scenario (sometimes the sen- tence itself is given). However, a broad range of variations in learners' accent makes it hard to get sufficiently high speech recognition performance in a second language learning system. On the other hand, since the system has an idea of the desired target sentence, it is natural to generate a dedicated grammar network for it. To be an effective CALL system, the grammar network should cover errors that nonnative learners tend to make. Errors here mean answers that are different from the desired target answer as well as mistakes including pronunciation errors. To achieve better error prediction, the linguistic knowledge is widely used. Conventionally, rule-based pronunciation variations have been adopted especially in the continuous speech recognition [10] . In [11] , 79 kinds of pronunciation error patterns according to linguistic literatures were modeled and incorporated to recognize Japanese students' English. However, the learner of the system is limited to Japanese students. Obviously, a much greater amount of error patterns would exist if the system allows any non-native speakers. Moreover, we need to handle more variations in the input, if we allow more freedom in sentence generation, as we proposed in CALLJ [12] , in which a graphic image is given as a scenario and learners are prompted to generate a sentence to describe it. These factors would drastically increase the perplexity of the grammar network, causing adverse effects on ASR.
In this paper, we address the problem of effective error prediction for the ASR grammar network, which means predicting critical error patterns without a large increase in perplexity. Errors to be predicted are all variations of words in a defined situation, including alternative word substitutions and pronunciation errors. Considering all possible errors easily leads to a large increase in perplexity and the degradation of ASR performance. In order to identify critical errors and avoid redundant ones, a decision tree is introduced for error classification. While a list of possible features are made based on linguistic knowledge, we introduce a coverage-perplexity criterion to derive a decision tree in order to find only effective features, which result in broader error coverage and a small increase in perplexity, thus are selected for prediction.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We begin with the observed major errors in the system in Sect. 2. We introduce the error classification using a decision tree in Sect perimental results. Finally, Sect. 7 concludes the paper with a summary.
Overview of Errors in CALLJ System
CALLJ system is designed to aid students learning Japanese as a second language in the elementary level. Students practice via a set of dynamically generated sentence production exercises. It is organized in lessons. A lesson is a collection of questions (sentences) related to some key sentence patterns, such as "noun ga sukidesu (like something)" or "noun wo suru/verb no ga sukidesu (like to do something)". The concept of a sentence is represented by a picture in the user interface, through which the students carry out exercises as shown in Fig. 1 . In the system, a sentence is broken down to several fields (word components) and every field is labeled with the indication of its component type (noun, verb etc.).
In the text-input, words are input into their confined fields, so a word which mismatches the target word is detected as an error . In the speech input, the target word (system's desired answer) and the observed word (user's answer) are aligned automatically.
Errors are not random but affected by the learners' second language acquisition level and learners' main deficiency. We make an analysis of the general tendency of errors. Three major types of errors are observed as following. Based on the analysis, we prepare a set of features for the decision tree learning.
Pronunciation Error
In Japanese, pronunciation confusion errors (PCE) are mostly related with the double consonant such as "tsu", the long vowel such as "-" and the voiced pronunciation such as "da" compared with "ta". Some systems are designed to learn these pronunciations [7] .
Word Inflection Form Error
As verbs in Japanese take a role of representing the tense and voice, different transformation (DForm) and wrong inflection form (WIF) of the word become errors. For example, if the target word is "kakasemasu" (form: non-past, positive, polite, statement), "kakasemashita" (form: past, positive, polite, statement) is a different transformation (DForm) in the tense, and "kakasasemasu" is a wrong inflection form (WIF).
Vocabulary Error
In this case, errors are words contained in dictionary, but different from the target word. It is observed that the error words share the similar concept with the desired target word. However, for different part-of-speech (POS: verb, noun, etc.), there are different types of the variations.
Error Classification Using Decision Tree

Decision Tree
A decision tree is introduced to identify critical errors, or classify error patterns to critical ones and others. By "critical errors", we mean errors that are frequently made by nonnative speakers and should be predicted. The decision tree allows expert knowledge to be incorporated via the questions, and finds an optimal classifier given a training data set. In this work, features or questions are prepared based on the linguistic knowledge, and training data of erroneous patterns actually made by foreign students are also prepared. Then, the data are classified using questions, according to some criterion. In this work, the criterion should be effectiveness in the error prediction. After the training, for all leaf nodes of the final classification tree, "to predict" or "not to predict" the error patterns are labeled. This decision tree is used to selectively predict error patterns for a given sentence.
Error Categorization
For decision tree learning, an important setup is to identify the features of the data and choose questions for classification. In this work, we assume that all sentence inputs are aligned with the target sentence word by word. Thus, an error pattern could be a wrong word or no word (null string). For wrong words, several kinds of linguistic features can be attributed to the errors.
There are different features and error tendencies among different POS, for example, verbs in Japanese take a role of representing the sentence tense and voice. Therefore, we make a decision tree for each POS though some of the features are shared. This provides flexibility of using special questions, for example "same base form" is a unique question to verbs. Typical features are listed in Table 1 . The In order to find critical error patterns and select effective features, in this work we introduce two criteria of error coverage and perplexity in the grammar network. If we add all possible error patterns in the ASR grammar network, it can detect any errors in consideration in theory, however the ASR performance is actually degraded as a whole because of the increased perplexity in the language model. Thus, we need to find the optimal point in the tradeoff of the coverage and perplexity, which are described below:
The error coverage is defined as the proportion of errors being predicted among all errors. It is measured by using the training data set, so that more frequent errors are given a higher priority. We can easily measure the increase in the coverage obtained by predicting a specific error pattern.
• Perplexity
The perplexity is defined as an exponential of the average logarithm of the number of possible competing candidates at every word in consideration. In this work, for efficiency and convenience, we approximate it by the average number of competing candidates of every word that appear in the training data set. Then, we can compute the increase in perplexity when we predict some specific error pattern. For example, if we predict "th→d" confusion, the increase in perplexity is measured by the number of "th" sounds observed in the data (divided by the data size). †
In the decision tree learning, we need a measure to expand a certain tree node and partition the data contained in the node. Thus, we define a coverage-perplexity measure (=impact) for a given error pattern as below: impact = increase in error coverage increase in perplexity
The larger value of this impact, the better recognition performance can be achieved with this error prediction. Thus, our goal is reduced to finding a set of error patterns that have large impacts. If a current node in the tree does not meet this criteria (threshold), we expand the node and partition the data iteratively until we find the effective subsets, or the subset's coverage becomes too small, or all questions are applied.
Data Pre-Processing for Training
As we had a prototype of the text-input system before we extended it so that it can accept speech input, we can exploit the text-input trial data to analyze and classify error patterns. Thus, the training data were collected through trials of the prototype of the CALLJ system with text input. All trial data consist of 880 sentences. Among them, 475 contain errors. There are differences between text input and speech input. Some errors can never happen or be tolerant in the speech input. To achieve better error classification for ASR, we performed a pre-processing on the SPELL error caused by a likely spelling mistake or different romaji conventions. The SPELL error accounts for 9% of all errors in the trials. Most spelling errors in text input are tolerable in speech input because their error features are defined on the assumption of having the same pronunciation, such as "o" for "wo" (a particle), "co-la" for "ko-ra", "tanaka san" for "tanakasan". Thus, we corrected all errors of this category in the pre-processing. Eight sub-types of the SPELL error are classified depending on specific features. SPELL7, for example, is wrong typing of the long pronunciation, such as "biiru" for "bi-ru".
Training Algorithm
In this sub-session, we describe the concrete training algorithm: After initializing the classification tree with common baseline questions (no answer, in dictionary, and same POS), all samples fall within one of the classes (=leaf nodes). Then, traverse the tree from top to down, from left to right. When finding a leaf node, split the node till the coverage-perplexity impact becomes larger than its threshold, or the error coverage becomes smaller than its threshold. In the former case, when the coverage-perplexity criterion is satisfied, the error pattern is identified as effective "to predict". In the latter case, when the error coverage criterion is not met, the errors in the node is decided as "not to predict". The recursive process can also be terminated when no more applicable questions are found. In each split, we test features (=questions) that can be applied to the current node, and partition this node into two classes. We choose the features which will generate terminal node(s). Meanwhile, we also meet the constraints in application of the questions, since some of them are subsets of another, and can be applied only after that, for example, "same surface form" is applied after "same base form". Some categories (DW, WIF, PCE in nouns) have detailed sub-categories and a further test is applied to leaf nodes belonging to this category, to select which sub-categories to be predicted. † We can consider the confusability between words, but we limited to the standard perplexity because it is simple and efficient to compute. Moreover, typical pronunciation confusion errors are included in the features for prediction. 
Analysis of Classification Results
For each POS, the set of error classes is derived by the training. The classification result for verbs is shown in Fig. 2 . The coverage-perplexity impact threshold used is 0.01 and the error coverage threshold is 0.02. Attached to each type of the errors are the error occurrence frequency (ex. 45% in the node "TW DForm") and the increase in perplexity (ex. 3.26 in the node "TW DForm"). In Fig. 2 , "similar concept" means that target words are substituted to words having the same meaning or being related potentially. Among this category, we identified as effective subsets "DW SForm" (different word and same transformation) and "DW DForm" (different word and different transformation). Sub-categories selected under these sets are listed in Table 2 . The rate in the table means the occurrence ratio of the respective error type in the training data. We can see a majority of errors (83%) are covered by the method. For errors that are not in dictionary, the same principle is applied to identify "TW WIF" (wrong inflection form of the target word, such as "masu" stem + "te"). On the other hand, "TW OForm" is predictable in nature, but the expected effect is so small (0.0012) and it may cause adverse effects on ASR, thus it is not included for prediction. Table 2 lists examples of all of the predicted error patterns for verbs. It is observed that the top two patterns account for about two thirds of all errors and the TW DForm errors may indicate that L2 learners often ignore the correct tense or style.
A variety of noun errors is listed in Table 3 . All kinds of word substitutions are to be predicted so long as they are related to the target word. And three types of pronunciation confusion errors are selected to be predicted. In general, the Japanese counter is difficult for foreign learners. However, the error pattern is not complicated as it is composed of one quantifier and one number except for the special words like "hitori". For example, pronunciation confusion errors often occur because the pronunciation changes in the connection of the number and the quantifier. This type of errors (TW PCE and DQ PCE) accounts for about one third of the total errors while the choice of inappropriate quantifiers is another cause of errors, as shown in Table 4 .
Error Prediction Integrated to Language Model
As we identified the errors to predict and errors not to predict, we can exploit this information to generate a finite state grammar network. Given a target sentence, for each word in the surface form, we extract its features needed such as POS and the base form, and compare the features with error patterns to predict using the decision tree. Then, we create potential errors of the corresponding error pattern with prediction rules and add them to the grammar node. For example, a target sentence is "shousetsu wo yakusasemashitaka". For the target word "yakusasemashita", we apply the prediction rules based on the decision tree for verbs. The base form of the word is "yakusu" and its desired form is "Polite Positive Past Statement". So the potential error of the target word "yakusasemasu" with an alternative form (TW DForm) "Polite Positive Present Statement" is generated. Figure 3 shows an example of the recognition grammar based on the proposed method for this sentence.
Experimental Evaluation
To evaluate the prediction performance of the proposed error classification and generated grammar networks, we conducted an experimental evaluation. 
Experiment Setup
The platform used for data collection and evaluation is CALLJ, designed for self-learning of the basic level of Japanese language. For this experiment, we have incorporated an ASR system based on Julius to accept speech input.
Ten foreign students (eight males, two females) of Kyoto University took part in the experiment. They are from seven different countries including China, France, German and Korea. They had no experience with the CALL system before the trial, but were briefly introduced before undertaking the task. Seven lessons were chosen for this experiment. Each student tried two questions for each lesson. Total of 140 utterances, 694 words included, were collected.
† Speech recognition results were presented to the students in the interface after they spoke their answers via a microphone. The acoustic model is based on Japanese native speakers. And the language model was built with the Fig. 4 Example of error detection. proposed method. After the trials, all utterances were transcribed including errors by a Japanese teacher.
Performance Measurement
For speech input, the system should recognize the sentence uttered by the students and detect errors. Figure 4 shows an example of a target sentence, its correct transcript, and the recognizer's output. The three sequences of sentences are aligned word by word. The system correctly detects that the student made a mistake with the word "yakusasemasu", but fails to detect the error for the word "wo" and makes a false alarm in "shousetsu".
To evaluate the performance of ASR, we use the conventional Word Error Rate (WER), together with Error Detection Rate (EDR) and False Alarm Rate (FAR). We define the error detection rate as the number of detected errors divided by the total number of errors the students made. The false alarm rate is the number of words erroneously flagged as student errors, divided by the total number of words students spoke correctly. For example, in Fig. 4 , the number of errors is 2, and one of them is detected. Thus the error detection rate is 50%. The number of false alarm is 1 out of three correctly spoken words, thus the false alarm rate is 33%.
In order to confirm the effectiveness of the error prediction, we also measure the error coverage and perplexity for the data set collected via the text-input prototype system used for training and the data set collected via the speechinput system used for testing.
Experiment Results
We compared three language models based on different error prediction methods: • Baseline: simply enumerate specific actual errors on particular words that are observed in the training data, and predict that they will recur.
• Heuristic: simply predict errors based on the heuristic knowledge to generate a grammar network. For each slot, it includes all words in the same concept such as foods and drinks. Various possible forms of the verbs are added, but surface forms that are not found in the dictionary are not predicted.
• Proposed method.
In Table 5 , we present the results for the data set collected via the text-input prototype system, which was used for the decision tree learning. This is a closed evaluation. In order to investigate the effects of thresholds of coverageperplexity impact and error coverage, we tested various threshold values for the verb. Results are shown in Table 6 . From the table, we can see that in the case of adopted threshold (0.01, 0.02), the error coverage is only 2% lower than that in the extreme case (both threshold values are zero). And the coverage and perplexity are much the same for the range of 0-0.03, suggesting the method is not sensitive to threshold values. Then, we made an evaluation with the newly collected data via the ASR-based system. The results of the open evaluation are shown in Table 7 and Table 8 . The baseline method has a perfect error coverage in the training data, but it does not work well for the new test data. It does not have generalization ability.
The heuristic method has a modest error coverage, but drastically increases perplexity in both the training and test data. It performs better prediction ability than the baseline, but generates many redundant candidates. As a result, the WER of the heuristic method is slightly better than that of the baseline.
The proposed method realizes larger coverage and smaller perplexity than the heuristic method in both data sets. The results demonstrate the generality of the learning with the proposed method. The effectiveness of the proposed method is also confirmed by the ASR performance of Table 8 . The WER of the proposed method (11.2%) is much lower than the baseline result (20.7%). And the error detection rate is 75.7% with the false alarm rate of 8.6%, though 85.7% of errors were covered by the grammar network and could be recognized in theory. After the trials, most students replied that they did not feel they experienced lots of problems with the speech recognition.
Conclusion
In this study, we have proposed an approach to effective error prediction in ASR for second language learning systems, specifically for Japanese CALL systems. A decision tree is successfully applied to identify critical error patterns which realize large coverage without increasing perplexity. In the experiment with the CALLJ system, the language model based on the proposed method significantly outperformed the conventional method and reduced the word error rate to about a half.
